[Focus on the Immunoscore and its potential clinical implications].
The role of the immune response at the tumor site is now recognized as crucial in the clinical course of patients with cancer. The importance of the immune cell type, their functional orientation, their density and location within the tumor's regions (tumor/invasion margin) has recently been shown and were grouped together under the term "immune contexture". A strong infiltration by cytotoxic and memory T cells in a Th1-polarized tumor microenvironment appears to have a major prognosis impact. A test called Immunoscore taking into account these various parameters has been suggested to measure in a simple, reproducible and robust manner the intra- and peritumoral immune response. The prognostic value of Immunoscore has recently been validated in colon cancers by a large international retrospective study under the aegis of the Society for Immunotherapy of Cancer (SITC). The Immunoscore could have several potential clinical applications such as prognostic as well as theranostic.